Timeline of Cainsville Stories

The Screams of Dragons (in “Portents,” narrator: non-series character)
Nos Galan Gaeaf (in “Haunted Nights,” narrator: non-series & Seanna)
Devil May Care (in “Portents,” narrator: Patrick)
Cainsville Files (app-based story, narrator: non-series character)
Gabriel’s Gargoyles (in “Portents,” narrator: Gabriel)
Bad Publicity (in “Portents,” narrator: Patrick)
The Orange Cat (in “Portents,” narrator: Gabriel)
Omens (novel, narrator: Olivia)
Visions (novel, narrator: Olivia)
Matagot (in “Portents,” narrator: TC)
Deceptions (novel, narrator: Olivia)
Lady of the Lake (in “Portents,” narrator: Olivia & Ricky)
Lost Souls (novella, narrator: Gabriel & Patrick)
Betrayals (novella, narrator: Olivia)
Hounded (in “Urban Enemies,” narrator: non-series character)
Rituals (novel, narrator: Olivia)
Rough Justice (novella, narrator: Olivia & Gabriel)
Cruel Fate (novella, narrator: Olivia & Gabriel)

Timeline of Otherworld Stories

Rebirth (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Aaron)
Infusion (in “Men of the Otherworld,” narrator: Malcolm)
Savage (in “Men of the Otherworld,” narrator: Clay)
Ascension (in “Men of the Otherworld,” narrator: Clay)
Bewitched (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Eve)
Demonology (in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Talia)
Birthright (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Logan)
Beginnings (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrators: Clay & Elena)
Becoming (graphic novella, narrator: Elena)
The Case of the Half-Demon Spy (in “Spellcasters,” narrator: Adam)
Expectations (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Lucas)
Truth and Consequences (short story, narrator: Elena)
Black Magic Momma (short story in “Hex Life,” narrator: Eve)
Territorial (online story, narrator: Karl)
Bitten (novel, narrator: Elena)
Ghosts (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Jeremy)
Escape (online story, narrator: Eve)
Stolen (novel, narrator: Elena)
Dime Store Magic (novel, narrator: Paige)
Industrial Magic (novel, narrator: Paige)
Wedding Bell Hell (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Paige)
Haunted (novel, narrator: Eve)
Adventurer (online story, narrator: Kenneth)
Chaotic (novella in “Dates from Hell,” narrator: Hope)
Bargain (online story, narrator: Xavier)
Broken (novel, narrator: Elena)
The Case of El Chupacabra (in “Tales of the Otherworld,” narrator: Lucas)
No Humans Involved (novel, narrator: Jaime)
Framed (online novella, narrator: Nick)
Twilight (short story in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Cassandra)
Stalked (short story in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Clay)
Personal Demon (novel, narrators: Hope & Lucas)
Chivalrous (novella in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Reese)
The Ungrateful Dead (short story in “Otherworld Secrets,” narrator: Jaime)
Living with the Dead (novel, multiple narrators, 3rd person)
Kitsunegari (in “Men of the Otherworld,” narrator: Jeremy)
Zen and the Art of Vampirism (novella in “Otherworld Secrets,” narrator: Zoe)
Angelic (novella, narrator: Eve)
Learning Curve (short story in “Evolve,” narrator: Zoe)
Lucifer’s Daughter (in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Hope)
Checkmate (online story, narrator: Elena)
Recruit (online story, narrator: Elena)
Frostbitten (novel, narrator: Elena)
The List (short story in “Evolve 2,” narrator: Zoe)
Hidden (novella in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Elena)
Forbidden (novella, narrator: Elena)
Counterfeit Magic (novella, narrator: Paige)
Off-Duty Angel (in “Otherworld Chills,” narrator: Eve)
V Plates (short story in “Blood Lite 3,” narrator: Nick)
Amityville Horrible (novella, narrator: Jaime)
Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word (short story in “Otherworld Chills,” narrator: Zoe)
Waking the Witch (novel, narrator: Savannah)
Spell Bound (novel, narrator: Savannah)
**Thirteen** (novel, narrator: Savannah)
**From Russia with Love** (short story in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Elena)
**Vanishing Act** (novella in “Otherworld Nights,” narrator: Savannah)
**Brazen** (novella, narrator: Nick)
**Bounty Hunt** (graphic novella, narrator: Reese)
**Forsaken** (novella, narrator: Elena)
**Driven** (novella, narrator: Elena)
**Tailed** (in “Urban Allies,” narrator: Elena)
**Life After Theft** (novella in “Otherworld Secrets,” narrator: Hope)
**The Puppy Plan** (in “Gifted,” narrator: Logan Danvers)
**Baby Boom** (novella in “Otherworld Chills,” narrator: Paige)
**Wolf’s Bane** (novel, narrators: Kate & Logan Danvers)

**Timeline for Darkest Powers & Darkness Rising**
**Dangerous** (novella in “Darkest Powers Tales,” narrator: Derek)
**Kat** (online story, narrator: Katiana)
**The Summoning** (novel, narrator: Chloe)
**Divided** (short story in “Darkest Powers Tales,” narrator: Derek)
**The Awakening** (novel, narrator: Chloe)
**Disenchanted** (short story in “Darkest Powers Tales,” narrator: Tori)
**The Reckoning** (novel, narrator: Chloe)
**Facing Facts** (short story in “Darkest Powers Tales,” narrator: Chloe)
**Hunting Kat** (novella in “Kisses from Hell,” narrator: Katiana)
**Belonging** (novella in “Darkest Powers Tales,” narrator: Derek)
**The Invitation** (in “The Complete Darkest Powers Tales,” narrator: Rafe)
**The Gathering** (novel, narrator: Maya)
**The Calling** (novel, narrator: Maya)
**The Rising** (novel, narrator: Maya)
**Atoning** (novella, narrator: Chloe)